The March Networks Command
Video Management Solution
There’s a lot of information out there. Pulling it all together and helping you manage it is where we come in.

No matter your business or its size, a robust video surveillance solution is essential to the safety and security of your employees, customers, property and assets. How can you be certain you’re getting the most from the investment you’ve made in your security infrastructure? Choosing the right set of tools to help you integrate, implement and manage that infrastructure is a critical first step.

The March Networks® Command™ suite of video management tools helps you deploy, maintain, and implement all of your surveillance resources. And we deliver on the true power of video with applications that let you make informed decisions to improve performance and profitability. We know you’re not just managing your organization’s video — you’re leveraging that information to improve the way your organization runs.

Flexible, scalable and easy to use, the Command suite of video management tools gives you confidence in, and complete control over, your surveillance infrastructure.

For multi-site organizations, it can be a challenge to effectively coordinate your security operations across the miles. Command scales to meet your requirements, allowing for proactive and efficient surveillance and administration, both locally and enterprise-wide.

Manage all of your systems as one coherent entity, and optimize your security operations across multiple sites:

- Record and store your video and data
- Organize, retrieve, playback, save, and export that video
- Display cameras on a video wall and manage a multitude of alarms
- Access video from your smartphone or tablet
- Manage your enterprise application’s security infrastructure
**Scalable VMS for any application**

Command Recording Software facilitates the efficient recording, storage, and retrieval of video for all of your organization’s cameras, as well as the data from third party cameras and access control systems. The software can run on a variety of platforms — from a small independent workstation, to a COTS server, to a large-scale virtual machine — depending on your application. Additionally, the software is compatible with both Windows and Linux Operating Systems.

You can also order your Command Recording Software (along with the Windows or Linux operating system of your choice) pre-installed and pre-tested on a server, certified for plug-and-play operation and optimum performance out-of-the-box.

- Flexible camera licensing
- Configuration wizard
- Customizable user interface based on job responsibility
- Statistics dashboards
- Health monitoring
- External recording options
- Exportable player
- Automatic failover

**Click or scan QR code for more information on Command Recording Software**
COMMAND CLIENT

User Interface

A powerful user interface, customizable for your business

The sophisticated, yet simple and flexible interface provides all the features users count on to make their jobs easier and more intuitive. It can be customized based on job responsibility, whether it’s a “live video only” guard or a super-administrator responsible for the system’s health and infrastructure. This ensures that each person in your organization sees only what they need to perform their job, dramatically reducing each user’s learning curve and training requirements.

Manage your Command video surveillance network on any March Networks recorder or any user workstation running a Windows environment.

- Side-by-side viewing of archived and live video
- Synchronized audio/video playback and export
- Intuitive search tools (smart search, visual finder, timeline, thumbnails, motion histograms)
- Simultaneous multiple views from same camera for comparison
- Sites, cameras and views organized in logical and personal folders
- MP4, CME, and PDF exports can be queued by a remote investigator to a local recorder for police investigation
- Different tasks can be performed on separate monitors
- Multiple language support

Click or scan QR code for more information on Command Client
COMMAND ENTERPRISE
System Management Software

Deploy and manage complex video surveillance systems with ease

The fast-paced world of a System Administrator demands intuitive tools that help maintain critical infrastructure, without being a burden to implement. If you have to spend too much time deploying and managing your video system, it defeats the purpose of enterprise software. Command Enterprise lets you efficiently manage even the most complex video surveillance system architecture. This dramatically simplifies day-to-day system administration with centralized user authentication, device mass configuration and firmware management, and real-time health monitoring that alerts you to potential concerns.

- Health monitoring and alerts
- Mass firmware and configuration updates
- Customizable user interface based on job responsibility
- User audits
- Case sharing via Command Media Archiver
- When used with March Network Searchlight™, integrate video with business analytics and data (e.g., POS systems, teller workstations, ATMs, RFID, weapon detection systems, license plate recognition software, and more)

You can order Command Enterprise software pre-installed and pre-tested on a Dell® Server, certified for plug-and-play operation and optimum performance out-of-the-box.
COMMAND CENTER
Video Wall and Alarm Management Software

See what's happening across all areas of your organization and rapidly respond to emergencies

This solution displays video from potentially hundreds of cameras onto a single video wall, for greater enterprise-wide visibility. Simple and easy-to-use, Command Center runs on commercial-off-the-shelf PC servers and workstations, and scales to your specific requirements — just add new display monitors as needed.

- Alarm prioritization
- Process guidance
- Consistent alarm resolution procedure
- Alarm search and auditing
- Decodes up to 32 video streams per monitor
- Intuitive navigation with “hot spots”
- Drag cameras to video wall

COMMAND MOBILE PLUS
Smartphone App for Viewing Video and Transaction Data

Check in on your business from wherever you are

This smartphone app saves you time and money by providing convenient access to live and recorded video, as well as Transaction Reports and Operations Audits (via Searchlight for Retail), from your smartphone or tablet. You can assess a situation, manage operational issues, monitor location cleanliness, and review signage and displays — all from your mobile device.

- Free from the App Store and Google Play
- Runs on iPhones, iPads and Android devices
- View voids, discounts, or any other transactions, synched with video
- View Operations Audits from multiple sites
- PTZ camera control and presets
- De-warping of live or recorded Oncam 360° and 180° camera views

Click or scan QR code for more information on Command Center

Click or scan QR code for more information on Command Mobile Plus
There’s a lot of information out there. Visit marchnetworks.com/products/vms/ to learn more about how Command can help you pull it all together and manage it.